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Readers will learn how to beautify their ceramic pieces by introducing color, texture, and pattern

using a range of decorative techniques at various stages of the making process - at the wet,

leatherhard and biscuit stages, as well as (exploring) multiple firing and post-firing methods.

Designed to encourage both the novice and the experienced potter to explore new techniques and

combine them in a fresh and creative way, this is the most visually comprehensive decoration book

every produced. More than 70 techniques are described and clearly laid out with detailed

step-by-step instructions. This is the book that will inspire all ceramists. &#x95; More than 70

techniques for beautifying ceramic pieces &#x95; More than 700 full-color photos illustrate the

techniques
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this is probably the best & most informative ceramics book i have bought (and i have bought lots!). It

gives great detail on every decoration method and even includes some great yet simple glaze

recipies! Definitly the book i am most happy with of all the books on ceramics i have. Sure, some of

the work used for examples would not be to my taste but the method is there and can be applied to

anything you design yourself. On saying that there are also some pictures of really nice pieces, but i

guess it covers everyones taste. A highly recommended buy at what i consider a great price for

what you get! Enjoy! your 'bible' of surface treatments!



My husband and I have been doing pottery for many years and we're always picking up books to

get new ideas. This one is the best we've seen in a very long time in regard to variety, unique ideas,

and information provided. We highly reccommend it for anyone from beginners to experts.

This book serves as a very good starting guide for beginners. It is so comprehensive that almost all

the techniques for surface decoration are covered. It should be unparalleled if further enriched on

the glaze part.

A fantastic reference book for beginners to experts. This is one book I have not regretted

purchasing as I still often refer to this book for ideas. Potters will find well presented, practical

information and photos for most types of surface decoration.

This book is very useful, has clear illustrations and instructions. I am a ceramic teacher and plan to

use the book and some of the decorating techniques in my classes.

This is a good book filled with good and interesting ideas. Unfortunately, I bought this used from a

vendor who stated it was in excellent condition with no writing on it. It has extensive water damage,

writing on the inside and outside and was filled with inserts. The seller, obviously, did not inspect the

book or even glance at it.There are dozens of techniques, all available to the average potter, as well

as many recipes associated with the photos. All in all, a very useful and handy book for inspiration

and moving out of stuckness.

I have just received this book and it is excellent. I am in the middle of a porcelain ceramics course

and the demonstrations in the book are clearly backing up what I have been shown in the course, it

is extremely useful and clear. If you are interested in decoration in any form, this is an excellent

reference book and worth having in your library.
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